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1 Introduction and Overview

Wrensoft’s MasterNode is a distributed search application with parallel searching and caching.  It takes
search request and divides the work amongst its search slave node machines (where the index files of
your web content are located), allowing greater search capacity.  MasterNode consolidates and
processes the returned search results from these nodes and present them on your web browser.

MasterNode ControlPanel is a set-up tool that helps to install and configure MasterNode.  It sets up the
files necessary for MasterNode and provides a verification process to check that your search slaves are
set-up correctly.

Configuring MasterNode

Customizing your search page

Installing MasterNode on your Web Server

System requirements
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2 Configuring MasterNode

MasterNode distributes search requests to its search slaves and consolidates search results returned
from these slaves.  You can configure up to a maximum of 64 search slaves for MasterNode.  There
are 2 types of search slaves - Zoom slave and OpenSearch slave.  The search slaves can be set up to
be a mixture of Zoom and/or OpenSearch slaves, although there are clear benefits to configuring an all
Zoom nodes setup.

Included in the MasterNode package is a Windows set-up tool called MasterNode ControlPanel that
helps to configure your MasterNode.  It will help you to add/edit/remove search slaves and also configure
MasterNode's search options, including caching options and search page appearance.  It is required that
you run MasterNode ControlPanel to set up the files necessary for MasterNode and verify your settings.
Once verification is successful, you can generate the files needed for MasterNode and copy them onto
your web server.

2.1 Using MasterNode ControlPanel

MasterNode ControlPanel

1. The main window of MasterNode ControlPanel is shown below:

2. To open an existing MasterNode ControlPanel configuration file, click on the 'Load settings' button. 
You will be presented with a file-browser dialog to choose the configuration file to open.

3. If you are creating a new configuration, click on the 'New settings' button.  MasterNode ControlPanel
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will load its default values for "Search Options".  However, the slave list will be empty.

4. To add/edit/remove your search slaves, click on 'Edit List if Slaves'.

5. To configure your search options, click on 'Configure MasterNode Search Options'.

6. Once you have added/edited your search slaves, you must verify their settings by clicking on 'Verify
MasterNode Settings'.  This checks the URLs that point to the slave machines are correct and that
the slave machines are running.

7. To install MasterNode upon successful verification, click on the 'Create CGI files' button.  This will
generate a set of files to copy to your web server.

2.2 Configuring Search Slaves

2.2.1 Types of search slaves

There are 2 types of search slaves that can be used as a MasterNode slave:

Zoom slave
A Zoom search slave is a search engine that is built using Wrensoft's Zoom Search Engine (version 5.0
and above).  It must be configured to output in XML/RSS format and must use CGI as its search platform
(not PHP, ASP or JavaScript).  The response returned from a Zoom slave configured this way is referred
to as a Zoom Response.

OpenSearch slave
An OpenSearch slave is a search engine that conforms to OpenSearch Response Specification 1.1.
Every OpenSearch engine has an OpenSearch Description XML file that describes its web interface.  An
OpenSearch engine responding to an OpenSearch query can returned the results in various formats,
including HTML, ATOM, RSS or OpenSearch Response.  Only OpenSearch engines that allow
results retrieval over OpenSearch  Response format are supported.

OpenSearch Description File

An OpenSearch Description file describes the web interface of an OpenSearch engine.  An example of
how an OpenSearch Description file look like is shown below:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<OpenSearchDescription xmlns="http://a9.com/-/spec/opensearchdescription/1.0/">
<Url>http://blogs.icerocket.com/search?q={searchTerms}&rss=1&os=1&p={startPage}&n={count}
</Url> <Format>http://a9.com/-/spec/opensearchrss/1.0/</Format>
<ShortName>Blog Search</ShortName>
<LongName>IceRocket Blog Search</LongName>
<Description>Search for latests blog posts on IceRocket.com.</Description>
<Tags>icerocket blog search web</Tags>
<Image>http://icerocket.com/img/smallbloglogo.png</Image>
<SampleSearch>ipod</SampleSearch>
<Developer>IceRocket.com Team</Developer>
<Contact>rhodes@icerocket.com</Contact
<Attribution>Blog search &copy; 2005, IceRocket.com LLC., All Rights Reserved</Attribution>

http://www.wrensoft.com/zoom/index.html
http://www.opensearch.org/Specifications/OpenSearch/1.1
http://www.opensearch.org/Specifications/OpenSearch/1.1#OpenSearch_description_document
http://www.opensearch.org/Specifications/OpenSearch/1.1/Draft_3#OpenSearch_response_elements
http://www.opensearch.org/Specifications/OpenSearch/1.1#OpenSearch_description_document
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<SyndicationRight>open</SyndicationRight>
<AdultContent>false</AdultContent>
</OpenSearchDescription>

To find out what each of the XML element means, refer to the OpenSearch Description specification.

To find out where the OpenSearch Description files for some of the OpenSearch engines are located,
see "Examples of OpenSearch Description URLs".

Supported OpenSearch slaves

The "Url" element in the OpenSearch Description describes the interface by which the search client can
make search requests of the search engine.  Zoom MasterNode supports only OpenSearch engine that
uses <Url> element to retrieve search results over OpenSearch Response format.  Typically, they
should have an XML element of the following form in their OpenSearch Description file:

 <Url type="application/rss+xml" template="http://example.com/?q={searchTerms}&amp;c={count}
&amp;pw={startPage?}" />
or
<Url>http://example.com/?q={searchTerms}&amp;c={count}&amp;pw={startPage?}</Url>

OpenSearch URL template syntax

The "template" attribute value in the "Url" element contains the search URL template to be processed
according to the OpenSearch URL template syntax.  This string is URL-encoded.  Hence, "http://
example.com/?q={searchTerms}&amp;c={count}&amp;pw={startPage?}" is the search URL template
and {searchTerms}, {count} and {startPage?} are its OpenSearch query parameters.

OpenSearch Query Parameters

Required template parameters are template parameters that do not contain a template parameter
modifier, for example {searchTerms}.

Optional template parameters are template parameters that contain a template parameter modifier equal
to "?", for example {startPage?}

Some common OpenSearch query parameters are explained below:

The "searchTerms" parameter
The keyword or keywords desired by the search client.

The "count" parameter 
The number of search results per page desired by the search client.

The "startIndex" parameter 
The index of the first search result desired by the search client.

The "startPage" parameter 
The page number of the set of search results desired by the search client. 

http://www.opensearch.org/Specifications/OpenSearch/1.1#OpenSearch_description_document
http://www.opensearch.org/Specifications/OpenSearch/1.1/Draft_3#OpenSearch_URL_template_syntax
http://www.opensearch.org/Specifications/OpenSearch/1.1/Draft_3#OpenSearch_1.1_parameters
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MasterNode only requires {searchTerms} to be present in the search URL template.  However, 
MasterNode strongly encourages using OpenSearch engines that support the {count} search
parameter as its search slaves.

Processing the search query

When MasterNode requests for search results from an OpenSearch node, it replaces:

{searchTerms} with the URL encoded search phrase/term;
and additionally, if {count} query parameter is supported by the OpenSearch engine, it replaces
{count} with the number of items that is requested based on the page number and the number of items
per page in the search form;

Search parameters with '?' are considered optional and an OpenSearch engine will be able to process
requests that do not include its optional query parameters.  Following from the above search query
syntax, the syntax for MasterNode to search for 10 items that matches "test" from the above
OpenSearch feed is:

http://example.com/?q=test&c=10

(Note: "&amp;" is the encoded URL entity of "&")

Why does MasterNode encourage the use of the {count} query parameter?

MasterNode requires {searchTerms} as an OpenSearch query parameter and encourages the use of the
{count} query parameter.  An OpenSearch engine that supports the {count} parameter easily returns the
number of items that MasterNode needs.

MasterNode also accepts OpenSearch slave that does not use the {count} parameter.  However, the
number of items requested will be the default for the OpenSearch engine.  For example, if an
OpenSearch engine that does not use the {count} query parameter defaults to returning 20 items, you
will only be able to view the 1st to the 20th items that matches the search query.

2.2.2 Examples of OpenSearch Description URLs

A directory of search engines that support OpenSearch can be found at "OpenSearch search engine
directories".

A9.com also has a list of search engines that can return syndicated (RSS or Atom) OpenSearch results.
 From this list, it is possible to get the URL location of some of the OpenSearch Engines that allow open
syndication.  Note that not all OpenSearch engines have open syndication right, hence its OpenSearch
Description URL is not shown.

A9's OpenSearch column chooser

http://www.opensearch.org/Community/OpenSearch_search_engine_directories
http://www.opensearch.org/Community/OpenSearch_search_engine_directories
http://opensearch.a9.com/searches.jsp
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Click on the "more info" link of one of item:

The expanded view should look like:

The URL link of the is the URL of the OpenSearch Description file
of the OpenSearch engine. 
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2.2.3 Adding/Editing/Removing search slaves

Adding Search Slaves

1. When you click on "Edit List of Slaves", you will be presented with the following window:

2. Click on "Add" to add a new node.  If you are configuring this node as a Zoom node, select "Zoom
Node" as your node type and type in the URL of the Zoom node under "Node URL".  This is URL of
the search.cgi.  Click "OK".
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3. If you are configuring this node as an OpenSearch node, select "OpenSearch Node" as your node
type.

a. If you know the OpenSearch Description URL of the OpenSearch slave,  type in the URL string
under "OpenSearch Description URL":
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b. To get a list of predefined OpenSearch Description URL, click on 'Browse predefined
OpenSearch Description URLs":
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Select the OpenSearch engine(s) you want to add and click "Select"  (or you may right-click within
the list window and select "Add selected").

To find out more OpenSearch Description URLs, refer to "Examples of OpenSearch Description URLs
".  If an OpenSearch slave does not have a valid OpenSearch Description file, verification
will fail.

i. If you have selected only one OpenSearch slave to add, you will be presented with the "Add
Search Slave window shown in 3(a).

Check/uncheck "Must support OpenSearch {count} query param" depending if this node accepts
{count} as an OpenSearch query parameter.  Click "OK".  Refer to "Why does MasterNode encourage
the use of the {count} query parameter?" to find out why the use of this parameter is encouraged.  If
this is checked and an OpenSearch slave does not support this query parameter, you will get
an error during verification.

ii. If you have made multiple selections, search slaves will be added with default node settings (i.e.
timeout of 10 seconds and "Must support OpenSearch {count} query param" unchecked).

4. The timeout period determines how long MasterNode will wait for a node to respond to its search
query.

5. Once a node has been added, it will appear in the "Add/Remove Search Slave(s)" window list.
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Editing Search Slaves

To edit a search slave, select a slave and click on "Edit" (or double-click on a slave).

To enable or disable multiple search slaves, select the slaves (multiple selections allowed) you want to
enable or disable and right-click within the list window and select "Enable" or "Disable".

Removing Search Slaves

To remove search slaves, select the slaves (multiple selections allowed) you wish to remove and click
"Remove".

2.2.4 Benefits of an all Zoom nodes setup

These are the benefits in using an all-Zoom set-up as compared to a mixed Zoom/OpenSearch set-up:
All search results are scored using Zoom Search Engine, resulting in better sorting according to
scores.
Category searching is allowed.  If your Zoom nodes are configured with category searching, then
MasterNode will automatically enable category searching.  Note that if you have a mixture of Zoom
nodes (with category searching on) and OpenSearch nodes, category searching will be disabled.
Zoom Response does not contain CDATA section, saving time used to parsed the response and
resulting in faster search times.
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2.3 Configuring Search Options

Cache options

Caching allows searches to be performed faster by keeping a copy of previous search results on the
local disk and avoiding contact with the slaves.

Cache Expiry
To turn on caching for MasterNode, specify a non-zero value in minutes in "Cache Expiry" edit box. 
Having this value set to zero ensure that all files are downloaded from the site and that the cached copy
of pages are not used (this will also delete all cache files).  For more details about caching, see this 
description.

Over-request Factor
The over-request factor determines how many items are requested in excess of what is needed from
each slave to display the current page (and also to be cached for the first unique query).  The over-
request factor is ignored (i.e. no request for excess items) when caching is off (i.e. "Cache
Expiry" is set to zero).

Number of items requested = Number of items required from x Over-request factor
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from each node each node to display page

Minimum over-request factor

Advantages:
The 1st page of each unique keyword query will be fastest because MasterNode does not request for
excess items (to be cached).

Disadvantages:
More likely that subsequent pages for the same keyword query requires queries to the slaves because
the minimum number of items are stored in the cache file during the first query for the keyword.

Maximum over-request factor

Advantages:
The maximum number of items are requested from each search slave for each unique keyword query.
This means that subsequent pages for the same keyword will most probably not need queries to the
slaves because MasterNode should have the items needed to display the page in the cache file (since
MasterNode stores the maximum number of excess items from each slave during the first query for
the keyword).

Disadvantages:
The 1st page of each unique keyword query will be slowest because MasterNode requests for the
maximum number of excess items from each slave (to be cached).

Search form appearance

The search form is the actual search box where a user enters a search query. Here you can choose
from “Advanced” (with full options) to “Basic” (simple search box), to “Do not generate”. With the latter
option, the search box is not generated by the script, allowing you to create your own search form in
your search template HTML file (or provide the search interface elsewhere, such as in a separate frame).
Note that the generated search form is useful because it can “remember” the entries of the previous
search query.

Default to “match all search words”
This will set the default searching method to “match all search words” instead of “match any search
words”.

Show time taken to perform searches
When enabled, the search page will measure the time it takes to perform each search process, and
display a “Search took x seconds” line at the bottom of each search page.
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Show Zoom info line
This displays a “Powered by Zoom Search Engine” line at the bottom of each search page.

Modify Template
You can change the fonts, text colours, and text styles of your search results by editing the CSS styles
defined at the top of the template HTML file. Clicking on the 'Modify Template' button will open up the
search template source file in your default HTML editor. 

See "How do I customize the look of my search page?" for more information and a definition of the CSS
styles you can use to change the appearance of the search results.

Languages

You can modify the text that appears on the search page and search results, by customizing the
Language Files (.ZLANG files). Almost every bit of text on the search page can be modified or
translated, including “Search results for…” and “x results found”, etc. This allows you to translate the
search page to the language of your choice, without having to modify the search script.

MasterNode also comes with a collection of pre-translated language files which both serve as examples,
and allow you to create, for example, French or German search pages straight out of the box, by
selecting it from the drop-down menu.

The ZLANG file format is simply a line-by-line entry, beginning with a STR key word (such as
STR_FORM_SEARCHFOR), followed by an equals sign, and the text to be used. Note that an entry can
not span multiple lines (disable Word Wrap in Notepad). Also, the STR key words are predefined and
can not be modified. 

Use the “English.zlang” default file as your reference for text which can be translated, and the overall
format of the file.

NOTE: All ZLANG files must be in Unicode encoding (UTF-16). You can save a file in Unicode
with Notepad, by clicking on the File menu, and selecting “Save As…”. Locate the ‘Encoding”
drop-down menu at the bottom of the Save As file window. Select “Unicode” here, and save
your file.

Logging

"Debug mode" determines the level of debug messages that will be output on the browser window when
a search is performed:

Off: No debug messages.
Normal: Will show debug messages for connecting and querying each search slave.
Detailed: Will show debug messages for connecting and querying each search slave and the
parsed XML field of the search results.

"Log debug messages to file" and "Debug log filename" enables you to log detailed level debug
messages to the debug log file.

"Log searches made on your site" and "Search log filename" enables search word logging so that
searches made on your website will be recorded into a server-side log file.
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NOTE: You will have to specify the filename and path of the location of the log file on the
server-side relative to the location which you will place the search script. You will also have to
be able to change server-side file permissions to allow write access to the log file you specify.
We recommend this option to advanced users familiar with server side file permissions only. 
Refer to Zoom's FAQ page for trouble shooting logging issues.

2.3.1 How does MasterNode cache results?

There are a number of factors that determine how results are cached.  Before dwelling into them, it is
important to understand how these cached files are stored and organized.

Cache file's location

Cache files are stored in the "cache" folder in the same directory level of the "masternode.cgi".  You
need to have write permission to this directory level.  The "cache" folder is automatically created if it is
not there.

Cache file's name

Each cache file's name is constructed according to its search query parameters.  There are 4
parameters in the cache file's name: zoom_query, zoom_and, zoom_cat and zoom_sort.  The following
is an example of a cache file's name:

zoom_query=test&zoom_and=0&zoom_cat%5B%5D=-1&zoom_sort=0

This file stores the search query of a user searching for "test" in "All" categories and using the
"match any search words" option with the results being sorted by relevance.

Each parameter is explained below:

zoom_query
Contains the query word, i.e. the word(s) in:

zoom_and
Match "any search words" or "all search words", i.e. which one is checked in:

If "match any search words", then this parameter will be equal to "0".

zoom_cat
The indexes of the categories.  Indexes start from zero.  If categories are disabled (or if it is a mixture of
Zoom and OpenSearch nodes), then it defaults to -1 (meaning "All") as shown in the following:

If only one category is chosen, then it will contain the index of that category.  In the following example:

http://www.wrensoft.com/zoom/support/logging.html
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"Forum" is the only category selected.  Hence there is only one zoom_cat parameter in the filename,
"zoom_cat%5B%5D=1" ("BurnIn" is index 0 and "Forum" is index 1).

If more than one categories are chosen, then it will contain the indexes of all the categories.  For
example, the following:

will contain 2 zoom_cat parameters in the filename, "zoom_cat%5B%5D=0&zoom_cat%5B%5D=1".

Refer to Zoom Indexer's help topic "Categories" for more information.

zoom_sort
Determines if the results are sorted by date or relevance:

If it is sorted by relevance, it will be equal to "0".  If it is sorted by date, it will be equal to "1".  The above
example will yield "zoom_sort=0".

Refer to Zoom Indexer's help sub-topic "Show time taken to perform searches" under the topic "Search
page" for more information.

To cache or not to cache?

If the cache expiry period is zero, caching is disabled and MasterNode does not cache any results.
If the cache expiry is more than zero, caching is enabled but MasterNode only cache the new set of
results if:

1. There is no exact match for the cache file name based on the query parameters or
2. The time difference between the creation time of the matched cache file and current time is more than

the cache expiry period or
3. The number of cached items in the matched cache file is less than the number of items in the new set

of results.

2.3.2 How does MasterNode rank and sort results?

MasterNode consolidates and ranks the returned search results from these nodes and present them on
your web browser.  Results can be sorted by relevance or date:

When sorting by relevance, the search results are displayed according to their computed scores in
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descending order (items with the highest scores are displayed first).  Search results from Zoom nodes
carry scores as computed by the Zoom Indexer.  MasterNode consolidates ALL the items from ALL the
nodes before sorting them by their scores.

When sorting by time, the search results are displayed according to their date in descending order
(items with the most current dates are displayed first).  The date is determined by the last-modified date
and time of the file during indexing

The following section explains how MasterNode computes the scores of the OpenSearch items in order
to sort them by relevance (MasterNode does not compute the score of the Zoom items as they are
already computed by the Zoom Indexer).

Computing the scores of OpenSearch items

MasterNode will compute the score of each OpenSearch item based on the following formula:

Scorea, b

=
TNN - a

x

TNIa - b

x
Highest Zoom Score - Lowest Zoom

Score
---------------

--
-----------------

TNN TNIa

where:
a is the node index as configured via MasterNode ControlPanel (node index starts from zero)
b is the queried item index from the respective nodes (item index starts from zero)

Score
a,b

 is the score of the bth item from node index a

TNN is the total number of nodes
TNI

a
 is the total number of queried items from node index a

Highest Zoom Score is the score of the Zoom item with the highest score (as computed by the Zoom
Indexer)
Lowest Zoom Score is the score of the Zoom item with the lowest score (as computed by the Zoom
Indexer)

Notes:
1. If MasterNode did not find any Zoom item, the Highest Zoom Score and Lowest Zoom Score will

default to 100 and 1 respectively.
2. If there is only 1 Zoom item returned from all the nodes, the Highest Zoom Score and Lowest Zoom

Score will be set to 100 and 1 respectively.
3. If there are more than 2 Zoom items returned from all the nodes and their score difference is less than

100, the Highest Zoom Score and Lowest Zoom Score will be set to 100 and 1 respectively.  For
example:

ZoomScore
1,1

 is 220

ZoomSocre
1,2

 is 200

Then the Highest Zoom Score is 220 and the Lowest Zoom Score is 200.  However, (220-200) = 20 is
less than 100.  Hence, the Highest Zoom Score and the Lowest Zoom Score will be set to 100 and 1
respectively.
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2.4 Verification

Verification checks that the URLs pointing to the slave machines are correct and that the slave
machines are running.  For OpenSearch slave, there is one extra step - checking that the URL pointing
to its OpenSearch Description file is correct.  Once MasterNode ControlPanel has established that the
search slaves are running, it will request for a search page from these slaves by querying with the
dummy search term "test".  Returned responses are checked if it is in OpenSearch Response format.
Any warnings or errors during verification will be displayed in amber and red respectively in the
Verification Summary window.

Verification preferences

You can choose the level of information as presented on the Verification window.  Go to "Preferences:
Verification logging" on the main window's menu:

You will be presented with the "Verification preference" window (as shown below):

"Debug mode" determines the level of information shown on the verification window:

Normal: Displays warnings, errors and verification summary of each node.
Detailed: Displays parsed <channel> messages, warnings, errors and verification summary of

each node.

Check/uncheck "Turn on verification file logging" to log detailed debug messages to the log file
"MasterNodeControlPanel.log" (file will be created in the same folder as MasterNode ControlPanel if it is
not present).

Verification process

The verification process does the following checks:

http://www.opensearch.org/Specifications/OpenSearch/1.1
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Zoom nodes
1. It does a "test" query, with the search term as "test" and requesting for 1 item from page 1.

2. It checks that the query response is RSS format with the OpenSearch namespace ("http://a9.com/-/
spec/opensearch/1.1/" or "http://a9.com/-/spec/opensearchrss/1.0/").

3. It parses the response to gather the Zoom settings from the Zoom node.

4. If it is an "all Zoom nodes" configuration, it checks that the Zoom settings are the same across all
the nodes.

OpenSearch nodes
1. It checks that the OpenSearch Description URL is valid and has <OpenSearchDescription> as its

root element.

2. It parses the <Url> element in the OpenSearch Description file for its OpenSearch query syntax.  An
example of an OpenSearch query syntax is:

http://example.com/?q={searchTerms}&amp;c={count}&amp;pw={startPage?}

3. It checks if the query syntax contains OpenSearch's Core Search Parameters "searchTerms" and
"count".  If an OpenSearch node's query syntax does not accept these parameters, it is an error.

To allow an OpenSearch feed that does not accept the {count} query syntax, refer to part (3) of
"Adding/editing/removing Search Slaves".

To find out more about OpenSearch Query Syntax, refer to: http://www.opensearch.org/
Specifications/OpenSearch/1.1#OpenSearch_1.1_parameters

4. It does a "test" query, with the search term as "test" and requesting for 1 item from page 1.

5. It checks that the query response is RSS format with the OpenSearch namespace ("http://a9.com/-/
spec/opensearch/1.1/" or "http://a9.com/-/spec/opensearchrss/1.0/").

If there are any errors in the verification process, it will be displayed in red in the verification window:

http://www.opensearch.org/Specifications/OpenSearch/1.1#OpenSearch_1.1_parameters
http://www.opensearch.org/Specifications/OpenSearch/1.1#OpenSearch_1.1_parameters
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For the above window, there is a typo in the Open Search Description file for node 1.  It should be
"blogs.icerocket.com/openSearch.xml" and not "blogs.icerocket.com/openSearcha.xml".  Upon
correction, the following window is displayed:
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What do the colours mean in the verification window?

Black: These are debug messages.  This only appear when Verification "Debug mode" is set to
"Detailed".

Green: These are normal status messages.  Messages that tells you the current verification steps and
actions will appear under this colour.

Amber: These are warning  messages.  These messages serve to bring to your attention certain
properties or settings that might affect the full functionality of MasterNode.

Red: These are error messages.  These messages needs to be corrected for MasterNode to function
correctly.  There are a few common scenarios whereby error messages might be encountered:

1. Typo errors when entering Zoom node URL.
2. Typo errors when entering OpenSearch Description file URL.
3. Node does not support OpenSearch Response format.

An example MasterNode ControlPanel Verification window with verification "Debug mode" set to
"Detailed" is shown below:
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Copy to clipboard

Use the "Copy to clipboard" button to copy all the messages from the Verification Window to the
clipboard.  You may then paste them into your favourite text editor or application.
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3 Zoom Indexer Requirements to set-up Zoom Node

Zoom Search Engine (version 5 and later) supports 2 types of query response, HTML and OpenSearch
(version 4 and below supports only HTML).  Zoom Search Engine v5.0 needs to be configured to output
in OpenSearch Response format.  Here are the configuration requirements:

1. Search platform needs to be configured to CGI.  PHP, ASP and JavaScript do not support
OpenSearch output.

2. Go to the Zoom Indexer Configuration’s “Advanced” tab and check “Use XML/RSS.

3. Click on the “Configure” button and enter the “Title”, “Description”, “URL” and “Description file URL”
field of the “Configure XML/RSS output” dialog.  Click on the “Help” button if you need clarification on
what the field means.

4. You then index the files by clicking on the “Start Indexing” button on the main Zoom Indexer window.
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4 How do I customize the look of my search page?

You can completely alter the appearance of the search page, from changing the fonts and layout to
including headers, footers or site navigation menus.  The following is a screenshot of how your search
page will look by default (before any customizations have been made).

First, you will need to have successfully created the CGI files.  If so, a default search template file called
"search_template.html" should have been created in the output directory (alongside masternode.cgi and
the CGI settings file).  This is a normal HTML file that can be edited like any other ordinary web page
with your favourite web page editor. 

You can also open this file from the MasterNode ControlPanel, by clicking on the “Configure MasterNode
Search Options” button, and selecting "Modify Template" under "Search form appearance”.

This will open up the HTML search template in your default HTML editor.  Alternatively you can select a
different editor to modify the template with.  Note that you should not use MS Word to edit the template
file due to known problems with Word’s support for HTML editing* (see “Changing your default editor for
templates”).
You can modify this page as you see fit, however, you must retain the following line in place of where
you want the search function to be displayed.  Note that this line must be on a separate line of its own:
<!--ZOOMSEARCH-->
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If you need to go back to the default search template, you can delete or rename your search template
file, and re-create the CGI files.  A new “default template” will be created in the output directory.

To change the fonts, colours, and appearance of your search results (everything after the search form),
edit the CSS styles defined at the top of the template HTML file. These class names used for the CSS
styles are shown in "Customizing the search form", "Customizing the search results", "Customizing the
recommended links" and defined in "CSS class listing".

If you are not familiar with CSS (Cascading Style Sheets), you can look up more
information on attributes and definitions you can use to alter everything from margins,
font sizes, background images, and more.  There are many tutorials and websites
online (search for “CSS tutorial” on Google). 

Just by changing this search template file, the appearance of your search page can be
completely changed.  See our website at http://www.wrensoft.com/zoom/ for more
examples of search pages in the “Example sites” section.

4.1 Customizing the search form

The following are the class names used to define the style and appearance of the search form. (Note:
that this only applies to the search form generated by the script. You can also define your own search
form).

http://www.wrensoft.com/zoom/
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4.2 Customizing the search results

The following are the class names used to define the style and appearance of the search results.

There are some common CSS examples available (such as changing the colour of the highlighting, or
the fonts used for the search results, etc.) on our FAQ page here: 
http://www.wrensoft.com/zoom/support/css.html#examples

http://www.wrensoft.com/zoom/support/css.html#examples
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4.3 Customizing the recommended links

The following are the class names used to define the style and appearance of the search results.

You can specify the recommended links, titles and descriptions to appear here from the "Recommended
links" tab of the Zoom Indexer Configuration window.

4.4 CSS class listing

Style class Description

.highlight The appearance of the highlighted search words in the results, when
highlighting is enabled. For example,
.highlight { font-weight: bold; }

will make highlighted text bold (with no coloured background).

.searchheading The appearance of the “Search results for…” heading

.summary The appearance of the summary information for your search results
(“129 results found on 2 pages”)

.suggestion The appearance of text regarding spelling suggestions ("Did you
mean...") or search suggestions ("You may find more results ...")

.results The appearance of the search result listing.

.category The appearance of the category tag next to the result link, e.g. “[News
article]”

.sorting The appearance of the text links to switch between "Sort by relevance"
and "Sort by date" when sorting by date is enabled.

.result_title The appearance of the title line (result number, page title/link, and
category name). Note that the link itself will be based on the styles
defined for hypertext links (ie. “a:link”, “a:visited”, “a:hover” and “a:
active”).

.description The appearance of the meta description or page description for a
search result.

.context The appearance of the contextual description. You can specify font,
size, etc. here. You can also specify margins and padding to make the
context indent from the main result link.

.infoline The appearance of the small information line for each search result
(“Terms matched”, “Score”, and “URL”). 

.zoom_searchform The appearance of the overall search form. You can specify the overall
font you’d like to use for the text around the form, or give the form a
border, margin, or background. For example:
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.zoom_searchform { font-size: 100%; border: dashed; border-

width: 1px; background: #DDDDDD;}

Will set a dashed border around the search form with a light grey
background.

.zoom_results_per_page The appearance of the "Results per page" drop-down box.

.zoom_match The appearance of the "Match ... any search words / all search words"
option.

.zoom_categories The appearance of the categories drop-down or checkbox list (only
when categories are enabled). Refer to "Categories" in the Zoom
Indexer help for more information. The following will set your category
drop-down box to green with smaller fonts:
.zoom_categories { background: #00FF00; font-size: 70%}

When multiple categories are enabled, a checkbox list is used and you
can change the appearance of the list via the "ul" and "li" sub-items of
this CSS class. For example,
.zoom_categories ul { display: inline; margin: 0px; }

.zoom_categories li { display: inline; list-style-type:

none;}

will set the multiple category checkbox list to be horizontal without list
bullets.

input.zoom_button The appearance of the search button. You can change the colour of this
button or set it to an image. For example:
input.zoom_button { background-color: #008080; color:

#FFFFFF; }

input.zoom_searchbox The appearance of the search box where a user enters their search
query. You can change the background colour, size, and font from here.

.result_image The appearance of the image to be displayed alongside your search
results (refer to "Icons and thumbnails" in the Zoom Indexer help).
Note that this is the class wrapping around the image itself. You can
specify CSS for the img file itself via ".result_image img". For example:
.result_image img { margin: 10px; width:100px; border:0px;}

will set your images to a fixed width of 100 pixels (and automatically
determine the height) with no border and a 10 pixel margin. For more
examples, see "Customizing the appearance of you icons or
thumbnails" in the Zoom Indexer help file).

.result_block The appearance of one row of the search result. You can use this to
specify lines between each search result entry, or an alternating
background corner etc. For example,
.result_block { border: 1px; margin: 15px; clear: left; }

will specify a 1 pixel wide border and 15 pixel margin around the search
result item (enclosing the titles, description, etc.). Note that you will
need to specify the same for .result_altblock if you want all of your
result items to have this appearance, or you can specify something
different.

.result_altblock The appearance of every alternating row of the search result (to .
result_block above). You can specify something different here to .
result_block and have alternating background colour changes for
example, like the following:
.result_block { background-color: #FFFFFF; }

.result_altblock { background-color: #AAAAAA; }

will specify every result item to have a white background, and every
second item to have a grey background.

.result_pages The appearance of the text links to the different pages of search results
at the bottom of the page ("Result Pages: 1 2 3 Next >>")

.result_pagescount The appearance of the text at the top of the results displaying the
number of pages of results found ("10 pages of results")
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.searchtime The appearance of the "Search took x seconds" text displayed at the
bottom of the page (when enabled, see "Configuring search page" in
the Zoom Indexer help file).

.recommended The appearance of the recommended links part of the page that
appears at the top of the search results (when "Recommended links"
are enabled in the Zoom Indexer). The following will show all
recommended links in a green coloured box with a dotted border on top
and bottom:
.recommended 

{ 

background: #DFFFBF; 

border-top: 1px dotted #808080; 

border-bottom: 1px dotted #808080; 

margin-top: 15px; 

margin-bottom: 15px; 

}

.recommended_heading The appearance of the heading text for 'Recommended links'.

.recommend_block The appearance of one row/item of a recommended link (similar to .
result_block above, but this is for the recommended links).

.recommend_title The appearance of the title text link for a recommended link (similar to 
.result_title  but for the recommended links).

.recommend_description The appearance of the description for a recommended link (similar to .
result_description but for the recommended links).

.recommend_infoline The appearance of the information line for a recommended link (similar
to .result_info line  but for the recommended links).
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5 Installing MasterNode on your Web Server

5.1 Creation of required files

Creating the MasterNode CGI files

Once you are satisfied with your MasterNode CGI settings, you need to create the files that MasterNode
CGI requires by hitting the "Create CGI files" button or the "Create MasterNode CGI files" menu item (it
is recommended that you verify your MasterNode settings are correct before doing this step).

A window will appear, asking you to specify the output directory that MasterNode ControlPanel will store
the newly created MasterNode CGI files (shown below):

Once MasterNode ControlPanel have created the MasterNode CGI files, you will need to copy the files
created by MasterNode ControlPanel to your web-server.

The list of files required are given in the window that pops up after the files are created (shown below).
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These files are created in the output directory you specified in the "Browse For Folder" window when you
press the "Create CGI files" button (or the "Create MasterNode CGI files" menu item).  Note that the list
includes all the files you will need on your website for your search engine to run.

Where to copy the created MasterNode CGI files?

MasterNode resides on your web server and displays search results on a client web browser.  A web
server is computer that is responsible for accepting HTTP requests from clients, which are known as
Web browsers, and serving them Web pages, which are usually HTML documents and linked objects
(images, etc.).  In order for a computer to accept HTTP requests, it needs to be running a web server
program (or service) that accepts these HTTP requests.  There are 2 main such services:

1. Apache Web Server by Apache Software Foundation (refer to http://httpd.apache.org/)
2. Internet Information Services (IIS) by Microsoft (refer to http://www.microsoft.com/

WindowsServer2003/iis/default.mspx)

Depending on the web server program that is running on your web server, the installation location for your
MasterNode CGI is different.  You will need to upload the files listed under “Required MasterNode CGI
files” to your web server.  When using a FTP client, make sure that the files are uploaded in binary mode
and NOT text mode.  Also, make sure that all the files listed are uploaded to the same directory, and to
remove or overwrite any files on your web-server from previous uploading sessions.

Note that many web servers are set up to only execute CGI from a certain directory in your web account.
 Refer to "Apache Installation" and "IIS Installation" for more information regarding installing the CGI files
on these web server programs respectively.

5.2 Apache Installation

Apache Web Server

http://httpd.apache.org/
http://www.microsoft.com/WindowsServer2003/iis/default.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/WindowsServer2003/iis/default.mspx
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For Apache servers, this would usually be a directory named “cgi-bin”. Check with your web host for
more details, and upload your files to the appropriate directory.

Once your files are uploaded to the web server, you must also set execute permissions on the file
“search.cgi”, and public read permissions on the other files (all the .mndat files and the search template
HTML file). This can be done via your FTP client or through a Unix shell account by using the “chmod
755 <filename>” command.

Refer to our "Zoom Search Engine FAQ - Troubleshooting CGI" for some common installation help and
questions.

5.3 IIS Installation

Internet Information Services (IIS)

For IIS servers, you may need to enable “Execute permissions” for “Scripts and Executables” on your
selected hosting folder. You can do this from the IIS Control Panel, right clicking on the folder, and
selecting “Properties”.

Once your files are uploaded to the web server, you must also set execute permissions on the file
“search.cgi”, and public read permissions on the other files (all the .mndat files and the search template
HTML file). This can be done via your FTP client or through a Unix shell account by using the “chmod
755 <filename>” command.

Refer to our "Zoom Search Engine FAQ - Troubleshooting CGI" for some common installation help and
questions.

http://www.wrensoft.com/zoom/support/faq_cgi.html
http://www.wrensoft.com/zoom/support/faq_cgi.html
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6 Changing your default editor

When you edit a HTML file from MasterNode ControlPanel (from the MasterNode Search Options dialog),
it will open up in the default editor for that file type in Windows. However, some users’ computers may
not be setup to use their preferred applications for certain file types (not to mention a lot of applications
“hijack” certain file associations upon installation). If you want MasterNode ControlPanel to edit a file
type with a different application, you will need to change your Windows file associations.

To do this, you need to open up the “Control Panel” in Windows, and select “Folder Options”. Click on
the “File types” tab and select the extension you wish to modify (“HTML” for the search page). Then click
on the “Advanced” button, and select the “Edit” action from the list. Click on the “Edit…” button and here
you can specify the application to open this file with. For more information, consult Windows Help.

Once you have done this, editing the search template HTML file in MasterNode ControlPanel will always
open the file in your preferred editor.

Note: Due to known issues with the way it handles HTML files, MS Word is NOT recommended for
editing HTML files and in particular, the search page template for MasterNode ControlPanel. One such
issue is when it automatically tries to strip, remove, or re-arrange HTML comments it considers
unnecessary – which happens to be required by MasterNode CGI. There are also general-use problems
with the additional meta data it adds to a web page, which causes it to not render correctly or at all in
most versions of Internet Explorer.
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7 System requirements

MasterNode ControlPanel

Pentium 4 or better PC with Windows 2000, XP Pro, Server 2003 or Vista

64 megabytes of RAM, and 3 megabyte of free disk space.

MasterNode

Pentium 4 or better PC with Windows 2000, XP Pro, Server 2003 or Vista

128 megabytes of RAM, and 100 megabyte of free disk space (more for larger caches).

Web server with CGI executable permissions.

IIS or Apache

MasterNode Slave Machines

Web server with CGI executable permissions

Web server running Windows, Linux, or BSD (Options built in to Zoom) or Sun Solaris on Sparc
(separate download, see FAQ page).

Intel or AMD or Sparc compatible CPU (IBM mainframe or Apple CPUs are not supported at the
moment).

Server-side write permissions for logging of search results (optional)

http://www.wrensoft.com/zoom/support/faq_sparc_cgi.html
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8 Limitations

The MasterNode currently do not offer the following options available in Zoom. This means that while it
will work with Zoom nodes with these options enabled, it will not provide them on the MasterNode search
interface. 

Highlighting of stemmed or synonym words which do not match the search query.
Category results summary
Advanced template options
PDF highlighting
Custom Meta Fields
Opening of search result links in a new window or different frame target
Thumbnail/images for Recommended Links
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9 Licensing

Copyright (C) 2004-2012 PassMark Software Pty Ltd

Masternode (and MasterNode Control Panel) is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it
under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation,
either version 3 of the License or any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without
even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See
the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program.  If not,
see http://www.gnu.org/licenses/.

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/
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